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Summary

In the work presented here, we perform an experiment to determine the en-

ergy distribution of an ensemble of single 87Rb atoms localised in a strongly

focused far off-resonant optical dipole trap (FORT). The trapped atom is op-

tically cooled to a temperature below the Doppler temperature (< 144 µK),

and optically pumped into a two-level cycling transition. An atom prepared

in this manner interacts strongly with a weak coherent light beam tightly

focused by a lens [1]. The measured energy distribution will reveal if its os-

cillatory motion was the cause of decreased extinction of a strongly focused

probe in a previous experiment, where the measured extinction was 10.4%,

compared to the theoretical prediction of over 20% [2]. We follow the capture

and release method of Grangier et al. [3], whereby the FORT was switched off

for a variable time, allowing the atom to fall under gravity. We detect if it was

recaptured by the FORT when the trap restarts. Repeating the experiment

above for an ensemble allows us to determine the probability of recapture,

dependent on release time and ensemble energy distribution. Fitting the ex-

perimental data with a simulation that treated the atom’s trajectory in the

FORT classically, yielded an ensemble energy distribution characterised by

a temperature T = 35 µK, which we determine to be too small to account



for the 50% reduction of extinction. We thus exclude the initial temperature

distribution as the only cause for this reduction.

We also investigate the feasibility of performing sideband-resolved Raman

cooling on the atom in order to bring it to the vibrational ground state of the

FORT. An experiment was set up to perform this cooling scheme. The two-

photon Raman transition between two hyperfine ground states was driven.

Within this project a coherence time of 3.3 µs was observed – this is too

short for the Raman pulses to resolve the trap frequencies at 80 kHz and

13 kHz required for the proposed cooling technique. To increase coherence

time, an alternate scheme utilising magnetically insensitive Zeeman states is

suggested.

vii
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Several quantum information protocols require strong interaction between

light and matter in order to transmit and store quantum states of light be-

tween a sender and a receiver, or between nodes in a quantum network [4,

5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. This is because one cannot perform a measurement on the

quantum state of matter at one node and transfer the information classically

to another node (no-cloning theorem). However, a coherent interaction be-

tween light and matter allows the transfer of quantum information between

two nodes. Such a system has been realised [4, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14] using

photons as the ‘quantum channel’, while the sending and receiving nodes are

formed by trapped atoms or ions.

One approach to achieve strong atom-photon interaction is to place the

atom within a high-finesse cavity, in which the electrical field strength is

enhanced by multiple reflections between two highly reflective mirrors thus

resulting in a higher absorption probability of the photon [10, 15, 13, 14].

Alternatively, Tey et al [1] recently achieved strong extinction (10.4%) of a



weak coherent beam by a single 87Rb atom in a FORT by strongly focusing

the beam. This is motivated by the fact that for an atom, its absorption cross-

section is on the order of the square of the interacting optical wavelength and

not the size of the electron orbital [16]. Thus by focusing the interacting beam

down to a diffraction-limited spot (whose spot size is also of the order of the

squared of the optical wavelength) on a well-localised atom in a FORT, a

huge percentage of the field can be absorbed and re-scattered on a single

pass [17]. This new approach is worth further study because as opposed to

a high-finesse cavity, a lens system is relatively easier to setup.

However, in a real scenario, the atom carries some residual kinetic en-

ergy and so it oscillates about the location where the field strength of the

interacting beam is the maximum. Thus the time-averaged scattering rate

of the beam is reduced. It was estimated [2] that for an ensemble of single

atoms similarly trapped and Doppler-cooled in the FORT, with a Maxwell-

Boltzmann energy distribution characterised by a temperature parameter

T = 100 µK, the residual kinetic energy caused the scattering rate to reduce

by ∼ 20%. The remaining ∼ 30% in reduction of the scattering rate 1 was

attributed to other factors [2], such as imperfections in the focusing appara-

tus. As T = 100 µK used in this analysis was arbitrarily chosen 2, we aim

to experimentally determine its value in this work. To approach the theoret-

1A 50% reduction in scattering rate of the interacting beam was observed between
the theoretical and measured values. The theoretical value was determined based on a
stationary atom in the FORT.

2In the FORT, the atom undergoes laser cooling at the cooling transition
|5S1/2, F = 2〉 → |5P3/2, F

′ = 3〉. The cooling method ‘Doppler cooling’ [16] has a lower
limit to the lowest possible temperature attainable and can be shown to be Tdopp = 144 µK.
It is however possible that the actual temperature is lower than Tdopp due to an additional
cooling mechanism ‘sub-Doppler’ cooling (see Section 4.1.1) not taken into account by
Doppler cooling theory. Thus, an order-of-magnitude value for T was chosen to be 100 µK.

2



ical extinction limit, we setup the apparatus to implement a more effective

cooling technique, to approach the vibrational ground state of the trapping

potential.

The organisation of this thesis is as follows: In Chapter 2 we introduce

the trap in the Tey [2] extinction experiment. In Chapter 3 we present

the experiment which parametrises the energy distribution of an ensemble

of single atoms in this trap by the ensemble temperature T . A calculation

illustrating the dependence of extinction with T , however, predicts a much

higher temperature [18]. This leads us to conclude that either the classical

treatment of the atomic motion used in deducing T is invalid, or that other

factors, such as heating effects of the interacting beam or imperfections in

the focusing lenses used on the beam, also contributed in reducing extinction.

In Chapter 4 we propose a sub-recoil cooling scheme to cool the atom to its

vibrational ground state and describe the experimental setup constructed

for this purpose. Preliminary measurements on the coherence time of the

relevant transition to determine the viability of such a scheme shows that

the coherence time is an order of magnitude less than the necessary. An

alternative is suggested.

3
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Chapter 2

Trapping and interrogating a

single atom

In this chapter we present the single 87Rb atom trap and the methods used

in Tey’s experiment in which the extinction of a weak coherent beam by the

atom was measured [1].

2.1 Experimental Setup

Figure 2.1 illustrates the experimental setup. We trap a single 87Rb atom

in a tightly-focused, far-off-resonant dipole trap (FORT, λ = 980 nm) at the

focus between a pair of aspheric lenses (LightPath Technologies Inc. no.

350230, full NA= 0.55, f = 4.5 mm). Cold atoms are loaded into the FORT

from a magneto-optical trap (MOT) surrounding the FORT 1. A MOT is

required as a source of cold atoms because it has the velocity capture range

1Full specifications of the MOT can be found in [2].



Figure 2.1: Experimental setup for measuring the extinction of a light beam by
a single 87Rb atom. AL: aspheric lens (f = 4.5mm, full NA = 0.55, AR-coated
for near-IR wavelengths). UHV: ultra-high vacuum chamber (10−10 Torrs). DM:
dichroic mirror. BS: beam splitter with 99% reflectivity. λ/4: quarterwave plate
(QWP). λ/2: halfwave (HWP) plate. HWPs and QWPs convert the linearly
polarised FORT and probe light into circularly-polarized light. IF: interference
filter centered at 780 nm, Dr and Dt: Si-avalanche photodiodes. R1 and R2:
Raman beams (details see fig 4.3). Not shown: a) Two more horizontal MOT
beams lie in an orthogonal plane (see Fig. 2.2). b) MOT quadrupole magnetic
field anti-Helmholtz coils. c) Biased magnetic field creating Helmholtz coils zero
the magnetic field at trap centre. d) Tilted DM2 prevents FORT back-reflection
into UHV.

required to trap 87Rb atoms initally at room temperature [16]. The 87Rb

source is from a dispensor wire within the UHV chamber which releases the

atoms when a DC current is passed through it.
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Raman beam 2

Raman beam 1

Helmholtz coils

probe and FORT beams

MOT beams
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Figure 2.2: The core of the setup including a magneto-optical trap, a cuvette
attached to a vacuum (UHV) chamber, the aspheric lenses, and the relevant light
beams used for trapping the atom and performing the extinction experiment (the
lens holder in the cuvette is not shown for clarity). Raman beams drive the
transition between the two hyperfine-ground states are performed in a separate
experiment (see Chapter 4). Black arrows indicate anti-Helmholtz coil current
direction. Polarisation (left-hand circularly polarised/LHC or right-hand circularly
polarised/RHC) of MOT beams are LHC for beams lying in the XZ-plane, but
RHC for beams along the Y axis. Picture not drawn to scale.

2.1.1 Magneto Optical Trap

The magneto-optical trap consists of three pair of counter-propagating beams

that intersect in a small volume at the FORT focus within the UHV chamber

and subjected to a quadrupole magnetic field gradient. It captures and cools

atoms, confining them such that the FORT loads effectively2. We describe

2A full description of the operating principles of a MOT and Doppler cooling is beyond
the scope of this work and the reader is directed to [19, 16].
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the components:

1. Two monochromatic lasers (MOT beams): a) Cooling beam (7̃80 nm):

red-detuned about 4 linewidths (1 linewidth= 2π · 6 MHz) from the

cooling transition |5S1/2, F = 2〉 → |5P3/2, F
′ = 3〉 b) Repump beam

(7̃95 nm): on-resonance to a repump transition |5S1/2, F = 1〉 → |5P1/2, F
′ = 2〉

(see Grotrian diagram in fig A.1). The repump laser pumps the atom

out from the |5S1/2, F = 1〉 hyperfine state, such that spontaneous de-

cay from |5P1/2, F
′ = 2〉 allows the atom to return to state |5S1/2, F = 2〉

– an atom in |5S1/2, F = 1〉 is unable to interact with the cooling

beam. The cooling and repump beams are delivered together as three

counter-propagating beam pairs that perform ‘optical molasses cool-

ing’. 3 The combined power of all six beams are: Pcool = 900 µW,

Prepump = 100 µW with an estimated beam waist of 1 mm at the trap

centre.

The MOT beam polarisations 4 are adjusted to that described in Fig-

ure 2.2 (caption), consistent with the orientation of the quadrupole

field gradient dictated by the direction of the anti-Helmholtz coil cur-

rents. [16]

3Optical molasses: By red-detuning the MOT beams with respect to the atomic res-
onance, an atom becomes more on–resonant with the laser beam opposing its velocity
than the one propagating along its velocity, due to the Doppler effect. By interacting
more strongly with the opposing beam, the atom loses momentum during the absorption
process. The atom now in an excited state, spontaneously emits a photon and recoils in a
random direction. Over many absorption-emission cycles, the velocity along the beam axis
is reduced by the absorption process, while the time-averaged gain in velocity during the
random recoil vanishes. This results in cooling. For small enough velocities, the slowing
force is proportional to its velocity [19], resulting in viscous damping, giving rise to its
name ‘optical molasses’.

4Polarisation convention: In this work, the polarisation of a beam is said to be RHC if
the polarisation vector rotates clockwise when facing into the oncoming wave.

7



2. Quadrupole magnetic field created by two anti-Helmholtz coils (MOT

coils) create magnetic field gradients at 7 Gauss cm−1 along ŷ and

3.5 Gauss cm−1 along x̂ and ẑ at the trap centre (see coordinate system

in fig 2.2).

It is noteworthy that without the the quadrupole field, the MOT beams

form optical molasses: On their own, each counter-propagating pair

perform Doppler cooling – the quadrupole field enhances the Doppler

cooling mechanism such that it is more effective at positions further

away from the trap centre. The position-dependent cooling force com-

presses the atoms towards the centre [19], forming a trapped cloud of

cold atoms.

3. Bias magnetic fields along all axes created by three pairs of Helmholtz

coils cancel ambient magnetic fields (assumed time-independent) at the

trap centre such that the zero field position coincides with the FORT

focus, the intersection point for all three MOT beams and the centre of

the quadrupole field – creating a MOT positionally stable around the

FORT focus.

2.1.2 Far off-resonant dipole trap (FORT)

At the focus, the FORT beam waist is 1.56 µm and has a power of 21 mW

resulting in a maximal trapping potential U0 = kB · 1.3 mK = h · 27 MHz.

For an atom localised about the vicinity of the focus, the FORT potential

can be approximated to be harmonic, characterised by transverse (ωx, ωy)

and longitudinal (ωz) trap frequencies (see Section A.2.2). The collisional-

8



blockade mechanism [20] in the micron-sized FORT allows only one atom in

the trap. 5

For a cylindrically-symmetric FORT formed by a beam with a Gaussian

intensity profile, the transverse trap frequencies are estimated to be ωx =

ωy = 2π · 80 kHz, while the longitudinal trap frequency is at ωz = 2π · 13 kHz.

We relegate the calculation of these parameters to Section A.2.

When the atom is trapped in the FORT, MOT beams (780 nm and

795 nm) scattered by the atom at focus of the aspheric lenses, causes pho-

ton counts detected at Dr to spike. This serves as a signal which we use to

initiate the extinction experiment. When illuminated by the MOT beams,

the presence of a single atom can be confirmed by observing strong photon

anti-bunching on the second-order correlation function for the photons [1]

scattered in opposite directions into detectors Dt and Dr.

The polarisation of the FORT light was chosen to complement the ex-

tinction experiment: Figure 2.3 shows the calculated AC Stark shift [1] of

the 5S1/2, F = 2 and 5P3/2, F
′ = 3 hyperfine states of 87Rb perturbed by

a left-hand circularly (LHC) polarised FORT. The LHC FORT produces a

non-degenerate Zeeman sublevel splitting not possible with a linear FORT

(see Section A.2). This allows us to isolate |g+〉(|g−〉) and |e+〉(|e−〉) from

the other mF states (see fig 2.3). This is beneficial as one would expect to

observe maximum extinction for a clean two-level system, with no other de-

cay channels. A bias magnetic field of about 2 Gauss along ẑ generated by

5Collisional blockade: The inelastic collisional loss coefficient of a FORT is inversely
proportional to its trap volume [20]. At a small enough waists, the loss coefficient is so
large that the FORT cannot retain more than one atom at a time. Light-assisted inelastic
collisions mediated by the MOT beams convert internal atomic energies to kinetic energies
shared by the colliding bodies, thus repeling both atoms out of the trap.[21]

9
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Figure 2.3: Predicted AC Stark shift of 87Rb in a left-hand circularly polarized
FORT (helicity=+1) [22] for parameters mentioned in text.

the z-Helmholtz coils augments the existing Zeeman sublevel splitting by the

FORT from 300 kHz to ∼1MHz between adjacent mF states of |5S1/2, F = 2〉.

We chose the quantisation axis of the system to be the FORT propagation

axis – along +ẑ, such that by co-propagating the probe light with the FORT,

a LHC probe drives the σ+ transition between |g+〉 and |e+〉, while a RHC

probe drives the σ− transition between |g−〉 and |e−〉 [22].

The probe photons (780 nm) are filtered by dichroric mirrors and inter-

ference filters to remove FORT (980 nm) and repump light (795 nm) (see

Section 2.2 step 3) respectively. This is so that only the probe transmitted

through the atom and reflected from the atom is collected at Dt and Dr

respectively. A comparison of the probe photons collected at Dt between

the instance when the atom is present and when it is absent, determines the

extinction of the probe by the single atom.

10



To prevent Larmor precession of the atom caused by magnetic fields or-

thogonal to the quantisation axis (e.g. earth’s magnetic field at 0.3-0.6Gauss),

we carefully zero the magnetic field at the centre of the trap to an uncertainty

of ±10 mGauss along the three coordinate axes, by applying magnetic field

biases with the Helmholtz coils. Lamor precession is undesirable as it causes

the population to leak from |g±〉 or |e±〉 to other |mF 〉 and |mF ′〉 states,

preventing the probing of an ideal two-level system.

2.2 Extinction Experimental Sequence

The extinction experiment is carried out in several steps on the single atom,

and repeated for several similarly trapped atoms. Figure 2.4 illustrates the

temporal sequence of the experiment.

1. When an atom is in the FORT we detect a signal of ∼ 4200 photons s−1

at Dr as compared to a background count rate of 600 s−1 for an empty

trap; the background count is due mainly to scattered MOT beams

by the MOT cloud in the vicinity of the lens focus. Using a pattern-

generator to integrate photon counts detected at Dr due to the atom

scattering MOT beam photons, we may determine a threshold pho-

ton count for which we are certain the atom is loaded in the FORT

within 20ms of the loading event 6. Crossing this threshold triggers

the following steps.

6Given the signal-to-noise ratio we require 10 to 30ms to reliably determine the presence
of the atom [2].

11
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Figure 2.4: Schematic of the temporal sequence for the experiment measuring the
extinction of a probe beam by a single atom. The repump beam operating together
with the probe beam (see Section 2.2 step 3) is not illustrated. Details in text.

2. Once the atom loads, we extinguish the MOT cloud by turning off the

quadrupole magnetic field. This prevents the loading of another atom

in the FORT; the presence of more than one atom causes both atoms

to be ejected, due to the collisional-blockade mechanism. Additional

kinetic energy is removed by the MOT beams which remain for another

20ms, performing optical molasses cooling. This is required as the

FORT is a conservative potential; the atom will leave the trap unless

the additional kinetic energy gained by entering a negative potential

trap is removed. The typical trap lifetime for this procedure is 1 s. At

the same time, a magnetic field bias of ∼ 2 Gauss along ẑ is turned on;

12



the same 20ms allows the Helmholtz coil currents supplying this field

to stabilise.

3. After molasses cooling, we use a LHC(RHC) probe beam (see fig 2.3) to

optically excite σ+(σ−) transitions |5S1/2, F = 2, mF 〉 → |5P3/2, F
′ = 3, mF + (−)1〉,

pumping the atom into |g+〉(|g−〉). This state preparation step takes

20ms. A repump beam that is resonant to the transition |5S1/2, F = 1〉

to |5P1/2, F
′ = 2〉 prevents the atom from being pumped into the (5S1/2, F =

1) manifold, which does not couple to the probe beam. The repump

beam is always turned on together with the probe beam for the extinc-

tion experimental sequence.

Before the sequence, the probe photon scattering rate at the atom was

fixed at Rprobe = 2500 s−1, such that the net recoil energy Rprobe ·Erecoil · 2π/ωx(z)

gained per oscillation period τx(z) = 2π/ωx(z) is much smaller than one

vibrational quanta of energy ~ ·ωx(z) of the trapping potential. This

prevents the beams from heating the atom out from the FORT. For

an atom decaying from |e+〉(|e−〉), the recoil energy of the atom is

Erecoil ≈ h · 6.8 kHz.

4. Since there is a finite chance that the atom leaves the FORT any time

within the typical lifetime (∼ 1 s) that the atom remains in the trap,

there is a need to intermittently measure transmitted probe photon

counts at Dt, and check if the atom remained in the trap thereafter,

at regular intervals. Otherwise, if we measure photon counts for the

whole duration of ∼ 1 s when in actuality the atom is in the trap for

only a fraction of the time, we measure the time-averaged value for the

13



transmission instead of its instantaneous value. We record the trans-

mitted photon count natom
i with the atom in the FORT by integrating

photon counts at detector Dt for the i-th time interval tatom
i , ranging

from 130–140ms. Without switching off the probe beam, the MOT

beams are turned on for about 20ms, probing for atomic fluorescence

above background count rates. This indicates if the atom still remains

in the trap after the short interaction time with the probe. The photon

counts at Dt are not recorded when the atom is illuminated by the

MOT beams. If the atom is determined to be still in the trap, steps 3

and 4 are repeated. Otherwise, we record the transmitted probe photon

count nnoatom without the atom with detector Dt for tnoatom = 2 s.

For a series of contiguous measurement intervals of the same atom, we

calculate a transmission value T by

T =

∑

i n
atom
i /tatom

i

nnoatom/tnoatom
(2.1)

where the subscript i refers to the i-th time interval.

5. We turn on the MOT beams and quadrupole coil again, and wait for

another atom to be trapped in the FORT, triggering step 2.

For a hundred similarly trapped atoms, we obtain a mean transmission

value T̄ , each trapping event weighted by w:

1

w
=

1
∑

i t
atom
i

+
1

tnoatom
(2.2)
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This is because the time which an atom remains in the FORT varies be-

tween different trapping events, and so T has a different uncertainty for each

event [2]. Note that the index i runs over a set of contiguous measurement

events belonging to the same trapping event. This weighing factor was cho-

sen as it minimises the error of T̄ for a fixed number of trapping events. The

average extinction value of the probe is therefore 1 − T̄ .

2.3 Conclusions of Extinction Experiment

For a tightly-focused, weakly coherent probe at a waist 0.8 µm at the atom

(corresponding to incident probe beam waist of 1.4 mm at the aspheric lens),

a substantial extinction ratio of up to 10.4 (0.1)% by the single 87Rb atom

was obtained by Tey et al. [1]. However, by computing the electric field

strength of the probe at the FORT focus, it was calculated that an atom

at rest in the trap should have a maximum extinction well over 20% (see

fig 3.4.1, blue curve at beam waist= 1.4 mm).

There are a few possible explanations:

1. The electric field strength of the probe was calculated assuming that

the aspheric lenses used in its focusing were ideal – real lenses introduce

spherical aberrations to a focused field, decreasing the field amplitude

and thereby the measured extinction.

2. Since the probe is focused to a diffraction limited spot – a size of the

same order as the atomic scattering cross section, inadequate locali-

sation of the atom in the FORT causes the atom to experience lower
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field amplitudes as it ventures away from the probe focus. Character-

ising the energy distribution of an ensemble of single trapped atoms in

the FORT by a Maxwell-Boltzmann temperature, the dependence of

extinction with temperature was obtained by Teo. C [18]. In Chap-

ter 3 we determine experimentally this temperature in order to compare

with the model in [18]. Hence we deduce that the motion of the atom

is not the only reason why the extinction decreased by 50% from its

theoretical value.
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Chapter 3

Energy distribution of a single

atom in the FORT

In this chapter, we present an experiment which quantifies the energy dis-

tribution of an ensemble1 of trapped 87Rb atoms in a FORT. The procedure

follows C. Tuchendler et al. [3] where the energy distribution was determined

by the probability of recapturing the atom after releasing it from its trap-

ping potential for a variable amount of time. Assuming a Maxwell-Boltzmann

model for the measured energy distribution, the emsemble temperature2 was

extracted. The temperature is compared with a calculation on the tempera-

ture dependence of the extinction of the probe beam by the single atom, to

determine if temperature effects account mainly for the reduction in extinc-

tion.

1By an ensemble, we refer to the set of similarly trapped single atom events.
2Normally, it does not make sense to talk about the temperature of a single atom. The

ensemble temperature however, refers to the temperature parameter T which characterises
the Maxwell-Boltzmann energy distribution of a set single atom trapping events.



While time-of-flight imaging has been used to extract temperature and

spatial density information of ultra-cold atomic gases [23], imaging techniques

for single atoms have only been developed recently [24] shortly after near-

unity efficiency imaging methods at ultra-high spatial resolutions of close

to 10 µm have been used to detect the presence of a single atom [25]. The

release and recapture technique was preferred over these methods as it is

much simpler to implement with the existing setup.

3.1 Release-recapture experimental sequence

The idea behind this method of determining the temperature is that by

switching off the dipole trap for a period ∆t, the probability of recapturing

the atom PRR(∆t) after restarting the trap depends on its initial energy. By

temperature we mean the parameter which characterises the energy distri-

bution of a statistical ensemble of single atoms which we repetitively trap.

This method is particularly robust against noise sources, such as fluctuations

in fluorescence intensity of the atom used to detect the atom’s presence in

the trap because the measurement outcome is binary: either we detect the

background fluorescence intensity, or a much higher fluorescence intensity

produced by a single scatterer in the trap [3].

Figure 3.1 illustrates the experimental sequence: The MOT beams and

coils are initially turned on, creating the MOT cloud of atoms which loads

the FORT. Once loading is detected, the atom is pumped into the closed

cyclic transition |5S1/2, F = 2, mF = 2〉 ↔ |5P3/2, F
′ = 3, m′

F = 3〉 with a σ+

probe beam with the help of a repump beam driving the |5S1/2, F = 1〉 →

18
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of the temporal sequence for Release and recapture experi-
ment. Details in text.

|5P1/2, F
′ = 2〉 transition for 20ms. A static magnetic field ∼ 2 Gauss along

ẑ is turned on to augment the Zeeman sublevel splitting in the (5S1/2, F = 2)

manifold. The aforementioned stages emulates the conditions of the atom

just before it was probed in the extinction experiment – the temperature

at this stage of the extinction experiment is the quantity of interest.

The FORT was turned off within toff = 70(10) ns by an acousto-optical

modulator (AOM) for time ∆t. To recapture the atom, we restarted the

trap suddenly, within ton = 70(10) ns, and wait for 40 ms3 before checking

3The 40ms wait was introduced because at this stage, we also turn off the Helmholtz
coil supplying the Bz =∼ 2 Gauss static magnetic field. Due to eddy-currents, the current
in the coils required time to dissipate. Switching off the bias field reduced the Zeeman
sublevel splitting back to its original value, from ∼ 1 MHz to 300 kHz between adjacent
mF levels in the |5S1/2, F = 2〉 manifold. Though we did not verify, the reduced non–
degeneracy was presumed to allow this manifold to couple more strongly with the MOT
cooling beam (see fig A.1, cooling beam), whose transition linewidth is about 6MHz.
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the atom for scattered photons by illuminating it with the MOT beams.

The shut-off (toff ) and turn-on (ton) time of the FORT light was deter-

mined in a separate experiment by determining the fall and rise times of the

FORT light intensity using a fast photodiode (Hamamatsu S5973). Measur-

ing this time we determined that the trap could be turned on and off almost

instantaneously compared to the trap oscillation period 2π/ωρ, 2π/ωz (tens

of µs). Otherwise, we would have to model the dynamics of the atom as

it oscillates in a trap with a slowly varying depth, which makes the simula-

tion (see Section 3.2) of the release and recapture experiment, necessary to

process the experimental data, more complicated.

To see why a fast shut-off time is important we can think of the atom in

the 3D harmonic FORT potential as an oscillating mass acted on by a spring.

To simplify the analogy let us consider the motion only in one dimension in

a horizontal line without considering gravity. When the trap is turned off

instantaneously, it is equivalent to thinking about the spring being immedi-

ately ‘hooked off’ from the mass, and the spring no longer causes the mass

to accelerate. We thus take a ‘snapshot’ of the mass’s instantaneous position

and velocity which remains the same after the spring is removed, unless of

course acted upon by another force. However, if the FORT light switches

off within a time scale on the order of the trap frequency, this is equivalent

to a time varying spring constant in the spring–mass analogy, before the

spring is completely unhooked. We thus have to determine the final velocity

of the mass under these dynamics, which can be challenging to model in a

simulation if the time-dependence of the spring constant does not have a

closed-analytic expression.
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After recording whether the atom remained in the FORT, the experimen-

tal sequence is repeated for an ensemble of atoms, determining the probability

PRR(∆t) that the atom remains in the trap after variable release time ∆t.

3.2 Extracting the temperature

In order to connect measured data of the recapture probability with the

temperature of the atomic ensemble in the experiment, we perform a Monte-

Carlo simulation on the trajectory of the single atoms assuming a Maxwell-

Boltzmann distribution of initial energies4 in the trap to determine the prob-

ability of recapturing it after it is released for ∆t.

Approximating the trapping potential as a 3D harmonic potential, we ran-

domly generate 5 the initial position-momentum vector (xi, yi, zi, vx,i, vy,i, vz,i)

of the atom based on a randomly generated value for its total energy, ob-

tained from a probability distrbution obeying the Maxwell-Boltzmann, at

temperature T . After free fall for ∆t, this vector becomes (xi + vx,i∆t −

g∆t2, yi + vy,i∆t, zi + vz,i∆t, vx,i, vy,i + g∆t, vz,i) = (~rf , ~vf ).

Because the trap restarts at a time scale (70 ns) much faster than the

trap oscillation periods (τρ = 12.5 µs, τz = 76.9 µs), the atom will accelerate

under the FORT potential with an initial velocity ~vf at position ~rf ; the

same values as it were in free space. For a conservative harmonic potential,

the total energy of the atom is a conserved quantity. Thus by calculating

4The energy distribution of a statistical ensemble of single atoms in a microscopic trap
subjected to Doppler cooling was verified to be Maxwell-Boltzmann [3].

5By means of the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm, taking into account the position-
momentum probability distribution in a classical harmonic oscillator.
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the intial energy of the atom in the FORT at ~rf , we know its total energy

everywhere in the trap – if the atom did not have enough energy to escape

the FORT potential at ~rf , it will never escape it in its subsequent motion.

In reality though, the atom-FORT system is not a closed system because the

ever present 87Rb vapour within the cuvette used to load the MOT threatens

to kick the atom out from the trap.

The total energy E(~rf , ~vf ) = T (~vf) + U(~rf ) is computed, where U(~rf ) is

the trap potential at ~rf . Recalling that the trap potential is negative, we

know that the atom remains trapped in the FORT only when E(~rf , ~vf ) ≤ 0,

and escapes otherwise. In the simulation, the trap potential along x̂ parallel

to the earth’s gravitational field was not moderated by the atom’s gravita-

tional potential energy as the modifications were calculated to be 4 orders

of magnitude smaller than the trap potential. By simulating 500,000 such

trajectories, the probability of recapture as a function of release time was

generated.

In the experiment, we measured at zero release time: PRR(∆t = 0) = 0.82,

possibly due to non-negligible loss mechanisms, such as the background 87Rb

vapour pressure in the UHV and probe beam scattering effects. Assuming

that the probability of losing the atom due to these effects is relatively con-

stant for the range of release times (µs) varied in the experiment6, we may

scale all points of the Monte-Carlo simulation by PRR(∆t = 0), to better

fit to the experimental data. Figure 3.2 shows the typical results generated

by the capture-release experiment (dots) with the ones by the Monte-Carlo

6A valid assumption because an atom remains trapped for a much longer time scale
between 200 ms–1 s compared to all possible ∆t used in the release-recapture experiment.
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Figure 3.2: (Blue dots) Experimental results showing the probability of recaptur-
ing the atom PRR(∆t) as a function of release time ∆t with error bars (statistical,
assuming a binomial distribution of each recapture event). Each data point is
the accumulation of at least 100 sequences. (Red curve) Fit by the Monte Carlo
simulation of the release and recapture method, which is the average of 500,000
trajectories for each release time, at best-fit temperature T = 34.6(5)µK. Fit
parameters: FORT trap depth 1.3 mK, FORT waist 1.56µm.

The simulation is repeated for a range of temperatures. The best fit

temperature is the one which minimises the χ2 value between the experi-

mental data and simulated results for each temperature where χ2 = Σj(fj −

PRR(∆tj)
2/σ2

j ). Here, σj is the standard-error of the j-th experimental point

(correponding to release time ∆tj) and fj is the simulated point.
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Figure 3.3: Plot of χ2 for different values of T used in the Monte-Carlo simulation
(crosses). Fitting for T = 30 to 40µK to a parabolic function (solid curve) yields
χ2 = a ∗ (T − To)

2 + c with a = 1.7(6)µK−2, To = 34.6(5)µK, c = 215(8). Errors
in brackets reflect the error in fitting to a parabolic function.

3.3 Results

Figure 3.3 illustrates χ2 as a function of various temperatures. Due to the

large event sample, we may assume that the χ2 function varies paraboli-

cally in the vicinity of the temperature that minimizes χ2 [26]. Further, we

compute the variation [26] of T

σ2
T = 2

(

∂2χ2

∂T 2

)−1

where ∂2χ2

∂T 2 can be obtained from the fit parameter a (see figure 3.3). This

yields a standard deviation of σT = 1 µK.

The best fit temperature 35(1) µK is well below the Doppler cooling limit
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temperature 144 µK (when F = 2 to F ′ = 3 is used for the cooling transition).

The ratio between the trap depth and the temperature is 37, indicating that

we are in the harmonic regime of the trapping potential.

3.4 Discussion

3.4.1 Comparison with Probe extinction

The expected values for the probe extinction was recently calculated as a

function of ensemble temperature [18]. Treating the atom as a classical par-

ticle, an atom oscillating in the FORT will observe a position-dependent AC

Stark shift in its probe transition resonance frequency, causing it to be out

of resonance to the probe beam. This is because the AC Stark shift is di-

rectly proportional to the FORT field intensity (see Section A.2.1), which has

a Gaussian distribution. Higher temperatures thus imply higher oscillation

amplitudes, and the time-averaged absorption of the probe decreases as the

atom ventures away from the optimal position where the AC Stark shifted

resonance of the probe transition is on-resonance with the probe frequency.

The result of calculating the extinction dependence on ensemble temperature

is illustrated in Figure 3.4 by the solid curves.

Comparing the experimental extinction (fig 3.4.1, red crosses) with the

calculated values for the extinction at T = 10 µK (solid red curve) and

T = 150 µK (green solid curve), we would expect the experimental extinction

for T ∼ 35 µK, to lie somewhere between the red and green curves, but they

do not.
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Figure 3.4: Solid curves: Dependence of probe extinction on beam waist incident
on the aspheric lens, calculated for different atom temperatures [18]. Larger inci-
dent waists result in stronger focusing. FORT parameters used in the calculation
are: trap frequencies ωρ = 80kHz and ωz = 13kHz. Dotted curves: limits of de-
pendence curves calculated at trap frequencies ±50 % from predicted values. Red
crosses: Measured probe extinction.

As the trap frequencies were computed (see Section A.2.2) assuming a

paraxial approximation for the probe beam, Teo. C repeated the above

calculation for errors (±50 %) in the trap frequencies (dotted lines), which

places T near 150µK. On hindsight, an independent experiment which in-

volves the parametric heating of atom in the FORT [27] could have been

performed to measure the actual trap frequencies. Assuming though, that

the trap frequencies are correctly computed, we can only conclude that for

T ∼ 35 µK, the measured extinction values are much lower than expected,

and so other effects, such as using a non-ideal lens in propogating the probe

field, are non-negligible in explaining the reduction of extinction.
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3.4.2 Validity of classical treatment

The trajectory simulation for the capture and release experiment assumes

that the atomic motion could be described classically, which becomes invalid

when mean vibrational quantum numbers are small. The probe extinction

calculation in Section 3.4.1 also assumes classical trajectories.

Evaluating the mean vibrational quanta in Section A.3 for T = 35 µK,

we have n̄x = n̄y = n̄ρ = 8.6 and n̄z = 55.6. A full quantum treatment of the

simulation is beyond the scope of this project, but an alternate proposal to

experimentally determine n̄ρ,z by means of resolving individual vibrational

levels is suggested in Section 4.5.

The following questions are posted to the reader, and may deserve further

investigation:

1. During the release procedure, does a significant portion of the atomic

wavefunction spread back into the trap? This may account for higher

recapture probabilities leading to a lower temperature measurement.

2. Is it possible that for odd vibrational Fock states, we see smaller ex-

tinction of the probe due to a vanishing probability density function at

the trap centre, where the probe electric field is the highest?

3. Is there significant impulse imparted to the atom when the trap restarts

in the release and recapture experiment?
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Chapter 4

Towards resolved-sideband

Raman Cooling

4.1 Background

The atom experiences a negative harmonic potential which is deepest where

the FORT intensity is maximum (see Section A.2.1). As the wavelength of

the FORT is far detuned from any possible transition from the ground state

of 87Rb, the atom does not scatter a significant number of FORT photons

and its total energy remains the same; the potential is conservative. In the

extinction experiment [1], the FORT is always switched on. As an atom

loads the magneto-optical trap localised around the FORT from free space,

its potential energy decreases while its kinetic energy increases but its total

energy remains positive and unchanged and would never be bounded by the

FORT.

Removing the kinetic energy to the point where the total energy of the



atom is below zero is achieved in our setup by Doppler cooling with the

MOT beams (see Section 2.2). After cooling, the probability density function

of the atom’s total energy can be characterised by the Maxwell-Boltzmann

distribution at T = 35(1) µK, lower than the theoretical limit imposed by

the Doppler cooling limit (Tdopp = 144 µK). This leads us to conclude that a

sub-Doppler cooling mechanism is active during this cooling stage.

4.1.1 Sub-Doppler cooling in the FORT

A complete description of sub-Doppler cooling is beyond the scope of this

work, but we give a qualitative explanation [28]. For simplicity of explana-

tion, we consider only one pair of counter–propagating cooling beams driving

the (5S1/2, F = 2) to (5P3/2, F
′ = 3) transition, cooling an atom in free space

moving along the beam axis.

1. In the experiment, the polarisation of the MOT beams is such that

for each counter-propagating beam pair, one drives the σ+ transition,

the other drives the σ− transition. This corresponds to each beam

being left-hand circularly polarised. The resultant polarisation for the

combined field is linear everywhere but rotates along the beam axis

with a pitch of λcool/2, where λcool is the cooling beam wavelength at

780 nm.

2. For a stationary atom, the linearly polarised MOT field induces differ-

ential AC Stark shifts in the Zeeman sublevel structure of (5S1/2, F =

2), the mF = 0 state is energy shifted lower than any other magnetic

sublevel [28].
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3. At the same time, as a consequence of the branching ratios governing

the spontaneous emissions from (5P3/2, F
′ = 3) to the different Zeeman

levels in the ground state, it can be shown that the linearly polarised

MOT field optically pumps the atom into the (5S1/2, F = 2, mF = 0)

sublevel [28]. The time scale of this optical pumping depends on the

MOT beam intensity, but is typically several natural lifetimes of the

(5P3/2, F
′ = 3) state.

4. Suppose the atom starts moving towards the σ+ beam, this red-detuned

σ+ beam is Doppler shifted nearer to resonance and so the atom couples

more strongly to this beam, rather than the σ− beam, and becomes

optically pumped towards the positive mF levels. As the transition

probability for the σ+ transitions are larger than the σ− transitions

for positive mF states [29], optical pumping towards the positive mF

is further enhanced, helping to scatter even more σ+ light.

If the atom is in the FORT, the atomic levels undergo further AC Stark

shifts, causing them to shift either further or closer to resonance with

the cooling beams. This moderates the scattering rate of the σ+ beam,

which may result in a lower cooling force.

5. In summary, redistribution of the population by the σ+ beam helps

enhance its scattering rate compared to the σ− beam, imposing a larger

cooling force on the atom than what one anticipates from the Doppler

cooling mechanism alone. This results in a temperature lower than the

Doppler temperature Tdopp = 144 µK.
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As the scattering of cooling beam photons is required for cooling, the lowest

temperature achievable is limited by the recoil energy of the atom. A sub-

recoil cooling technique would require the atom to be decoupled from the

cooling beam once it reaches the desired temperature, such that it ceases

to recoil from the scattering of photons. The technique must also be very

energy selective, so that the variance of temperatures around the desired

value is minimised.

4.1.2 Sub-Recoil cooling in the FORT

In this section we introduce conceptually how to perform sub-recoil cooling

by driving a two-photon Raman transition between two hyperfine ground

states. A detailed treatment is given in Section A.4.

Consider a three level atom with hyperfine ground states |↑〉 and |↓〉 fre-

quency seperated by ω0 (see figure 4.1) with internal states dressed by the

vibrational Fock states, due to its motion in the x-axis1. The atom is illu-

minated by two Raman beams at frequencies ωα and ωβ respectively. The

two beams counter-propagate along the x-axis. As a pedagogical example,

consider an atom originally in state |↑, nx = 2〉 driven by a two-photon Ra-

man transition π-pulse into the |↓, nx = 1〉 state. The resonance condition for

this transition requires the two-photon detuning to be ωβ − ωα = ω0 + δω =

ω0 + ωx − ∆, where ∆ is small compared to the linewidth of the transition.

The transition is realised only for small ∆ provided we set the duration of

the π-pulse to be much longer than the inverse of the trap frequency (2π/ωx)

1We consider motion in one dimension for simplicity.
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Figure 4.1: Level scheme for two-photon stimulated Raman transition by Raman
beams α and β. In a 3D harmonic oscillator, internal states |↑〉 and |↓〉 are dressed
with three sets of harmonic oscillator levels; one for each oscillation axis. Shown is
one set spaced (ωx) apart, corresponding to motional levels along the x axis. Inset:
Counter-propagating Raman beams along x-axis couple Fock number-changing
(∆nx = −1) transitions during Raman cooling. Image adapted from [30]

such that the linewidth of the transition is so narrow that the Raman pulse

will only excite the transition for which ∆nx = −1.

Following the Raman pulse, the atom is optically excited to |e〉 by a beam

at frequency ωpump(blue line), where it spontaneously decays into |↑, nx = 1〉

and becomes decoupled from the excitation light. During spontaneous emis-

sion, the atom recoils. The probability that this recoil does not cause the
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cooled atom to gain vibrational quanta (∆nx = 0) is low only when the vi-

brational energy quantum (~ωx) is much larger than the atomic recoil energy

(~2ω2
pump/(2m)) where m is the atom’s mass.

Thus we see how a two-photon Raman π-transition together with subse-

quent pumping by ωpump to |e〉 changes the state from |↑, nx = 2〉 to |↑, nx = 1〉.

Repeating the procedure thus results in cooling to state |↑, nx = 0〉. Due to

the narrow linewidth of the ∆nx = −1 Raman transition, the probability that

an atom in the nx state is excited to nx +1 is negligibly small, thus repeating

the cooling procedure accumulates the atom in the |↑, nx = 0〉 state.

4.1.3 Choice of cooling transition

For the 87Rb atom, we chose |↑〉 to be the meta-stable ground state |5S1/2, F = 2〉

and |↓〉 = |5S1/2, F = 1〉 with a separation ω0 = 6.8 GHz so that the Raman

transition linewidth will not be limited by spontaneous emission from |↑〉. As

spontaneous emission rates are proportional to stimulated emission rates by a

factor of a cube of the separation frequency between two internal states [22],

the choice of states separated by a microwave frequency thus leads to much

smaller spontaneous emission rates opposed to a choice of states separated

by an optical frequency.

In principle, we could also use microwave radiation resonant to the magnetic-

dipole allowed transition between the two levels to drive the ∆nx = −1 cool-

ing transition – a single-photon field is definitely easier to setup experimen-

tally than a two-photon field. However, as microwave photons have negligible

momentum, they are unable to drive transitions between vibrational states
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effectively [31]. We will show in section A.4 that the Rabi frequency of such

a transition is reduced by eight orders of magnitude, compared to the same

two-level system that is driven by a two-photon Raman transition.

4.2 Sideband Cooling Setup

To control the transfer into the lowest vibrational state, the frequency of

the driving fields need to be controlled accurately. In particular, by using a

two-photon Raman field to drive transitions between vibrational states, the

Raman beam detuning ω0 + δω must be stable to frequencies much lesser

than the two trap frequencies. This is not a difficult technical requirement

for microwave frequencies, as opposed to optical frequencies.

The absolute frequency stability of the individual Raman beams are less

of a concern as they will be derived from the same laser. Thus the individual

frequencies of the Raman beams fluctuate in phase and do not contribute to

frequency instability of ω0 + δω. We describe the experimental components

creating the Raman beams at frequencies ωR1 and ωR2 here, where ωR2 −

ωR1 = ω0 + δω.

4.2.1 Main Laser

Figure 4.2 illustrates the Raman laser setup. A 780 nm external cavity diode

laser (ECDL) is frequency stabilised to ωC . We intend to derive the Raman

beams at ωR1 and ωR2 from the same beam so that they are phase-coherent

with each other. Coarse-frequency stability was ensured by temperature-

locking the diode laser chassis, while better than 10 MHz stability was ob-
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tained via a digital integrator controlled feedback-loop.

The controller obtains a real-time update of the laser frequency through

measuring it with a wavemeter (HighFinesse WS-ultimate). The laser cur-

rent I and external laser cavity length l which controlled the ECDL laser

frequency were the parameters used by the integrator to actively stabilise

the frequency to ωC . Before locking the ECDL to ωC in order to arrive at

a desired Raman detuning ∆R, we manually scanned the typical values of I

and l which we expect the integrator to manipulate during the frequency lock

to ensure that the laser frequency varies continuously. This ensures that the

laser does not ‘jump’ to another frequency (‘mode-hop’) such that the inte-

grator is unable to restore the laser back to ωC when I and l are manipulated

during the frequency lock.

4.2.2 Creating the Raman beams

To generate the two Raman beams with their frequencies such that ωR1 is

2π · 6.8 GHz + δω from ωR2, we pass the laser at ωC through an electro-

optic-modulator (EOM) modulated at 2π · 6.8 GHz in the setup shown in

Figure 4.3. We split the laser beam at ωC into two: one part enters a

double pass AOM setup adding between 400–410 MHz to ωC (this becomes

the Raman beam 2 laser at frequency ωR2).

The other part of ωC enters the EOM, which outputs:

E(t) = Ec exp[i(ωct + M sin ωmt)] (4.1)

= Ec exp(iωct)

+∞
∑

n=−∞

Jn(M) exp(inωmt) (4.2)
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Figure 4.2: Experimental setup for generating Raman pulses. The carrier fre-
quency of an external cavity laser (ECDL) is locked to a wavemeter. One part of
the beam is sent through the fast Electro-Optic Modulator (EOM), which adds
sidebands at 2π · 6.8GHz from the carrier ωC . In order to filter the red sideband
(ωR) from the other frequencies, a low-finesse filter cavity (FC) is used. The red
sideband and the carrier are switched on and off with AOMs that also control
the two-photon frequency detuning. The beams are then coupled to single mode
polarization maintaining fibers and sent to the atom.

Ec, ωc: Carrier electric field amplitude and angular frequency.

M: Modulation index, proportional to the rf modulation amplitude.

ωm: rf modulation angular frequency.

By modulating the phase of the input electric field at ωm = 2π · 6.8 GHz,

the EOM output field contains frequency sidebands in integer multiples of

ωm . The rf amplitude was adjusted such that the 1st order red-sideband

amplitude J−1(M) was maximised.
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The EOM was further temperature stabilised to maintain constant out-

put polarization. Polarisation stability is important because the beam passes

through polarisation filters before illuminating the atom. The filters con-

vert polarisation instability into intensity instability. As the Rabi oscillation

frequency of the Raman transition depends on the intensity of the Raman

beams, intensity instability will translate into a time-dependent Rabi fre-

quency, which will manifest as a shorter coherence time of the two-level

system.

A low-finesse, fused-silica etalon (finesse ∼30, FSR ∼ 16.2 GHz, Band-

width ∼ 3.4 GHz) filters the first-order red-sideband m = −1 at frequency

ωR = ωC − ωm, from other frequency components. This is done by tuning

the temperature of the cavity, which adjusts its length such that the bound-

ary conditions of the cavity satisfy the resonance condition for transmitting

a beam at ωR. The temperature is then stabilised by a feedback loop to a

stability δT < 50 mK within 5 hours. A low-finesse cavity reduces the trans-

mission fluctuation with respect to cavity length variations which arise due

to residual temperature fluctuations still uncompensated for.

The frequency of the ωR beam was tuned to ωR1 by a double-pass AOM

setup and focused onto the single-atom. The AOM modulation frequencies of

the two AOMs control δω (see fig 4.4.b) that allow us to meet the resonance

condition of the ∆Nx = −1 transition. The Raman beams are then coupled

through polarization-maintaining fibres and projected onto the atom in the

following counter-propagating geometry (see fig 4.3). For this setup, the

passive intensity stability of each Raman beam is about 2% within 5 hours.
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Figure 4.3: Geometry of the Raman beams. An atom is localised in a σ+ FORT.
The trap induces a differential Zeeman sublevel splitting (see fig 4.4) that defines
quantisation axis in the z-direction. The Raman beams are sent to the atom such
that cooling can be performed for vibrational degrees of freedom in the XZ plane.
Raman beam at frequency ωR2 polarised along ŷ couple (σ+/σ−) transitions. A
Raman beam at frequency ωR1 polarised mainly in the z-axis couple π transitions.
The σ+ and π components perform the Raman transition (see fig 4.4.b). The
preparation beams (see fig 4.4.a) co-propagate with the FORT.
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Figure 4.4: Energy level diagram for 87Rb illustrating various qubit operations. Zeeman sublevel splitting is induced by
a σ+ FORT. An additional magnetic field along the quantisation axis augments the differential Zeeman sublevel splitting
in the 5S1/2 manifold to δωz ∼ 1.89 MHz in both F = 1 and F = 2 manifolds. An AC Stark shift of the 5S1/2 manifold
creates a trap depth of U0=h · 27 MHz. (a) The red arrows pointing from the F = 1 and F = 2 manifolds illustrates the
initialisation step. Black arrows indicate spontaneous emission. Applying σ+ light tuned to the preparation transition pumps
the population towards the |↑〉 qubit state. The repump transition evacuates the population from the F = 1 manifold. State
detection is performed by high-intensity MOT beams that kick an atom prepared in |↑〉 out of the trap, then checking for the
presence of a single scatterer with low-intensity MOT beams. (b)Two laser beams detuned from the excited state and with
frequency difference tuned to the hyperfine splitting ω0 =6.8 GHz drive the stimulated Raman transitions. These transitions
can create any arbitrary superposition of the qubit states. To reduce the motional level from Nx to Nx − 1, the Raman
beams are further detuned to ωR2 − ωR1 = ω0 + δω such that δω = ωx. (c) To repeat the cooling procedure in (b), two
‘Ramanrepump’ beams pump the atom exclusively into the |↑, Nx − 1〉 state. Since the recoil energy of the atom due to one
repump photon ≈ h · 6.8 kHz ≪ ~ωx = hωx = h · 80 kHz, the motional quanta Nx−1 is unlikely to change during spontaneous
emission. Details in Section 4.3.
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4.3 Resolved-sideband Raman Cooling Cycle

in 87Rb

We trap a single atom with the same procedure as described in Chapter 2:

An atom is loaded into the FORT by the MOT, comprising of the MOT

beams and the quadrupole magnetic field produced by the MOT coils. Op-

tical molasses cooling for 20 ms by the MOT beams removes kinetic energy

from the trapped atom, such that its Maxwell-Boltzmann energy distribution

probability is one that is characterised by a temperature at 35 µK.

The detailed level schemes for the Raman cooling cycle are shown in

Figure 4.4. The Raman cooling cycle begins with optical pumping into |↑〉

(fig 4.4.a). The optical pumping transitions were performed by two beams

(preparation beams): the preparation beam driving |5S1/2, F = 2〉 →

|5P3/2, F
′ = 2〉 σ+ transition and the repump beam driving the |5S1/2, F = 1〉 →

|5P1/2, F
′ = 2〉 transition2. When the atom is prepared in |↑〉, it becomes

decoupled from the σ+ preparation and repump beams. Unlike the state

preparation procedure for the extinction experiment, we do not use the

σ+transition from |F = 2〉 → |F ′ = 3〉 because the atom in |↑〉 will enter

into a closed-cyclic transition (|↑〉 ↔ |F ′ = 3, m′
F = 3〉) under the σ+ prepa-

ration fields. This causes the atom to continually scatter photons, gaining

recoil energy.

Two monochromatic beams at frequencies ωR1 and ωR2 (fig 4.4.b) off-

resonant by ∆R from |e〉 drive the Raman transition between |↑〉 and |↓〉. To

2Unless otherwise stated unprimed variables F and mF refer to 5S1/2 sublevels while
primed variables F ′ and m′

F refer to 5P3/2 sublevels.
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ensure that the population in |↑〉 and |↓〉 do not leak to neighbouring mF

states, a magnetic field bias along ẑ augments the existing 3 Zeeman sublevel

splitting between adjacent mF levels in the 5S1/2 manifold from ∼ 300 kHz

to ∼ 1.89 MHz.

In the harmonic FORT potential, the internal states are dressed with

vibrational states spaced (ωz, ωx, ωy) apart, corresponding to the FORT trap

frequencies. When the two-photon detuning is set such that δω < 0 and

δω coincides with the trap frequency ωx (ωz), the motional quanta Nx (Nz)

decreases by one.

For example, to remove one motional quanta from x-axis oscillator, a

π–pulse at

tπ = π/ΩNx−1,Nx
(4.3)

completely transfers the population from |↑, Nx〉 to |↓, Nx − 1〉 (see Sec-

tion A.4 for the expression for the Rabi frequency ΩNx−1,Nx
). For the π-

pulse to resolve the vibrational levels in the x-axis harmonic oscillator, the

application time tπ must significantly exceed the oscillation period 2π/ωx.

To repeat the Raman transition, we re-initialise the atom into |↑〉 (fig 4.4.c).

Two beams, ramanrepump1 and ramanrepump2 drive spontaneous Raman

cycles that pump the atom back into |↑, Nx − 1〉. Once the atom is pumped

into |↑, Nx − 1〉, it is decoupled from these beams. Thus we do not have to

be too concerned with overexposing the atoms to these beams.

The state |F ′ = 2, m′
F = 2〉 state was chosen to be the excited state of

these spontaneous Raman transitions as the |F ′ = 2, m′
F = 2〉 → |F = 2, mF = 2〉

3The σ+ FORT also causes differential Zeeman AC Stark shifts between the magnetic
sublevels of the hyperfine states.
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π-transition amplitude is the largest compared to the transitions |F ′ = 2, m′
F = 1〉 →

|F = 2, mF = 2〉 or |F ′ = 1, m′
F = 1〉 → |F = 2, mF = 2〉. 4

This pulse sequence (fig. 4.4b. and c.) is repeated many times until the

atom reaches the vibrational ground state, which does not respond any longer

to vibrational level-reducing transitions.

4.4 Coherence time measurements

An inherent requirement of the cooling scheme is that the internal states

remain coherent within the application of several Raman cooling π-pulses

(see fig 4.4.b), each being much longer than the trap oscillation period such

that the vibrational levels are resolved. To resolve vibrational levels of the

harmonic oscillator in the x and z axes, the lower limit to the coherence time

is:

tC ≫ tπ ≫ Max{2π/ωz, 2π/ωz} = 2π/ωz =
1

13 kHz
≈ 70 µs (4.4)

Ramsey spectroscopy on a similar near-micron sized dipole trap (oscillation

frequencies 125 kHz, 23 kHz) on a two-level clock transition via two-photon

Raman transitions by Grangier et al. [32] measured a dephasing time of

370 µs. However, their Raman beams were in a co-propogating geometry

and the transition was thus not Doppler-broadened. Thus in the counter-

propogating geometry for our case, we would expect to yield a smaller de-

phasing(decoherence) time. Nonetheless, at least in a Doppler-insensitive

4The transition amplitude values for 87Rb are readily available from [29].
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configuration, 370µs seems much longer than the prerequisite 70µs, so there

is hope.

4.4.1 Rabi oscillation

The first step to observe Raman transitions is to drive a transition which

affects the internal state of the atom, and not be too concerned with the

vibrational state as this would require one to experimentally determine the

resonance condition δω to a precision of kHz. This poses a challenge initially

because the FORT introduces AC Stark shifts that perturb the frequency

separation between the driven states to the order of MHz, but the theoreti-

cal predictions of these shifts require knowledge of the various electric dipole

transition amplitudes of 87Rb (see Section A.5), that vary significantly be-

tween several databases [2]. Thus we were only able to predict an accurate

value for δω up to several MHz.

As such we first drive the Raman transition at short time scales such that

the absorption linewidth is about 1 MHz, allowing us to vary δω at steps of

1 MHz until we observe that the Raman fields drive the |↑〉 → |↓〉 transition.

The idea is that once we arrive at this ‘coarse’ value of δω, we may repeat

the above procedure for a more precise value of δω by using longer time scale

Raman pulses.

The experimental sequence for observing Rabi oscillation of the popula-

tion in |↓〉 after undergoing the two-photon Raman transition for variable

time t is as follows:

Figure 4.5 summarises the experimental sequence: (Cooling and loading)
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Figure 4.5: Schematic of the temporal sequence for recording the Rabi oscillation
of the population in |↓〉 undergoing Raman transition. Details in text.

The MOT beams and coils create the MOT which loads the FORT. (Molasses

cooling) Once loading in the FORT is detected, the atom is subjected to

20 ms of optical molasses cooling by the MOT beams. (State preparation)

The atom is first prepared in |↑〉 by the preparation beams (see fig 4.4.a).

(Raman transfer) The Raman beams are then turned on for variable time

t. A static magnetic field along the quantisation axis could be turned on

to augment differential Zeeman sublevel splitting in the 5S1/2, F = 1 and

5S1/2, F = 2 manifolds such that only |↑〉 and |↓〉 are the only magnetic

substates in these manifolds that are coupled to the Raman beams.

State detection is done by i) subjecting the atom to the MOT cooling

laser already near-resonance to |F = 2〉 → |F ′ = 3〉 transition(see fig 4.4.a).
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The beam intensity is increased at this stage, such that it kicks an atom

in state |↑〉 out from the FORT. Conversely, an atom in state |↓〉 will be

decoupled to this beam. Thus we effectively map the internal state onto the

presence of the atom in the trap. ii) To infer the internal state from the

presence of the atom in the trap, we illuminate it with less intense MOT

beams and look for florescence photons above background counts.

To repeat the experiment on another atom, any atom present in the FORT

from this point is released by turning off the FORT for 500 µs and we restart

the MOT again in order to load a ‘fresh’ atom. We cannot reuse the atom in

the trap because it is now in state |↓〉 but we want an atom in the initial state

|↑〉 to begin the Raman transition with. We record the fraction of events for

which the atom remains in the trap, subject to a standard-error of 3%. This

corresponds to the probability P↓ that the atom was in |↓〉.

The above procedure was repeated for several Raman transition detunings

ω0 + δω until maximum visibility of the population oscillation was obtained.

The calculated differential AC Stark shift between |↑〉 and |↓〉 due to the

FORT was taken as the initial value of δω.

As a preliminary measurement, the Raman beam intensities and detun-

ings were adjusted to achieve Raman Rabi frequencies in the order of 1MHz,

which we supposed would allow us to observe several Rabi oscillations, as we

expected the coherence time to be of the order of µs.
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4.4.2 Results

Figure 4.6 shows the Rabi oscillation of the |↓〉 occupation probability P↓

with respect to the duration of the Raman pulse. It is clear that by in-

creasing the differential Zeeman splitting of the F = 1 and F = 2 manifolds

from δω = 300 kHz (fig 4.6, top) to δω = 1.89 MHz (fig 4.6, bottom), the

Rabi oscillations decay more slowly. Without the Zeeman splitting, for Rabi

oscillations at ΩR ≈ 2π · 1.0 MHz the coherence time was measured to be

∼ 0.4 µs. With Zeeman splitting, we obtained for ΩR ≈ 2π · 1.3 MHz an

extended coherence time of ∼ 3.3µs.

In the process of increasing the number of Rabi oscillations, we also in-

creased the detuning ∆R from 2π · 160 MHz (top) to 2π · 1 GHz (bottom),

such as to decrease the number of scattered photons from |e〉 by about six

times. The two-photon Raman transition Rabi frequency ΩR is directly pro-

portional to ER1 ·ER2/∆R (see Equations A.15 and A.21) while the scat-

tering rate Rscatt on transition |↑〉 → |e〉 (see fig 4.4.b) is approximately

Γ ·ER1 ·ER2/∆2
R [16], where Γ ≈ 2π · 6 MHz is the linewidth of the |↑〉 → |e〉

transition. Thus in tπ we would expect the number of scatterings to be

Nscatt = Rscatt.
π

ΩR
∝ Γ/∆R [16]. For the two Rabi oscillation curves of ap-

proximately the same Rabi frequency, the ratio of the number of spontaneous

emission events within tπ is approximately 160/1000 ≈ 0.16.

4.4.3 Increasing coherence time

Another source of decoherence is from ambient magnetic fields that affect the

magnetically-sensitive states used for the Raman transition [30]; a magnetic
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Figure 4.6: Rabi oscillation curves showing |↓〉 = |F = 1,mF = 1〉 population occu-
pation probability versus application time of the Raman pulse. (Top) Differential
Zeeman sublevel splitting of the (F = 1) and (F = 2) hyperfine structure was at
δωz ∼300 kHz (see fig 4.4), caused by AC Stark effect of a σ+ FORT. At pulse
times shorter than 1/(300 kHz), (|↑〉 ↔ |↓〉) is not the only transition that can be
driven by the Raman fields. This results in leakage of the population in |↓〉 to other
mF levels in the (F = 1) and (F = 2) manifold by the Raman beams and thus a
rapid decay of the Rabi oscillation. A coherence time of 0.4µs was measured. The
detuning from the excited level was ∆R = 160 MHz. (Bottom) Differential Zeeman
sublevel splitting was augmented to δωz ∼1.89 MHz by static magnetic field along
the quantisation axis. This allows the Raman beams to be resonant only to the
two-level transition (|↑〉 ↔ |↓〉), resulting in slower decay of the Rabi oscillation.
The detuning was increased to ∆R = 1 GHz while adjusting the Raman beam
intensities to achieve about the same Rabi frequency. For both curves, the data
points taken before 250 ns deviated from a decaying exponential sinusoidal model
(green curves), presumably due to the finite rise and shut-off times of the Raman
beams.
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field orthogonal to the quantisation axis causes the atom to undergo Larmor

precession, leaking population from |↑〉 or |↓〉 to other mF states, which

upsets the clean two-level system [1]. Furthermore, fluctuating magnetic

fields couple to magnetically sensitive states, introducing phase decoherence.

To circumvent this, a ‘clock’ transition can be used (see fig 4.7). This is done

by using |↑〉 = |F = 2, mF = 0〉 and |↓〉 = |F = 1, mF = 0〉 magnetically-

insensitive Zeeman substates. Preparation to the new state |↑〉 can be done

by a pair of preparation beams (see fig 4.4.a) with polarizations adjusted

to excite π-transitions from the two hyperfine states of 5S1/2 to the excited

state manifold (5P3/2, F
′ = 2) 5. The Raman cooling scheme utilising clock

transitions is proposed in fig 4.7.

5The π-pumping works because |↑〉 is the only state in the F = 1 and F = 2 manifolds
that is decoupled from the preparation beams, while spontaneous emission from the F’=2
manifold can decay into |↑〉.
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Figure 4.7: Energy level diagram for 87Rb illustrating various qubit operations involving clock states. (a) State initialisation
to |↑〉 = |F = 2,mF = 0〉 is via two π beams (red arrows) coupling manifolds F = 1 and F = 2 to the F ′ = 2 manifold. (b)
Two Raman laser beams detuned from the F ′ = 2 manifold drive the stimulated two-photon transition. σ− beams are used
instead of π beams as the π transition amplitude of |↑〉 → |e〉 vanishes. (c) Raman-recycling beams optically pump the atom
back into |↑〉. Details in Section 4.4.3
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In the experimental setup, we may obtain a σ− beam at ωR1 (see fig 4.7.b)

by altering the existing setup originally illustrated in Figure 2.1.

1. Replacing the first mirror encountered by the probe beam by a PBS

(see fig 2.1) which acts as a mirror when the polarization of the light

exiting the probe coupler is adjusted vertical.

2. Delivering a H-polarised light at ωR1 into this new PBS such that it

co-propogates with the σ+ probe beam. The HWP and QWP that

follow after this new PBS converts this light into circular polarisation

corresponding to a σ− beam.

A σ− beam at ωR2 can still be supplied by the ŷ-polarised beam (see fig 4.3)

which has both σ+ and σ− components. The π-preparation beams corre-

spond to linearly polarised light along the quantisation axis along ẑ. We

may propagate it to the atom along the x-direction. Unfortunately, due to

time constraints the Rabi oscillation curve for the clock transition was not

obtained.

4.5 Outlook

Once the condition for long coherence time (τC ≫ 70 µs) is met, the motional

sidebands can be resolved by the two-photon Raman transition. One could

drive the Raman transition at a fixed time τ and sweep through a range

of values of δω such that the two-photon Raman detuning meets the reso-

nance condition for various |↑, Nx, Ny, Nz〉 → |↑, N ′
x, N

′
y, N

′
z〉 transitions. In

particular, we can obtain the experimental value for the on-resonant Raman
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detuning frequency (δω = ωx) when the ∆Nx = −1 cooling transition takes

place.

In the event when the coherence time cannot be extended such as to

resolve the motional sideband Raman transitions, alternate cooling schemes

suggested in the concluding chapter could be explored.
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Conclusions and Outlook

In this thesis, we characterised the energy distribution of a laser cooled single

87Rb atom in a far-off resonant dipole trap (FORT). This is done by deter-

mining the probability PRR(∆t) of recapturing the atom by the FORT after

the atom is released by shutting off the FORT for a variable time ∆t – an

atom with a higher average kinetic energy will have a lower overall recapture

probability. Using a classical treatment of the atomic motion, and assum-

ing a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, we determine the average energy to

correspond to a temperature T = 35(1) µK.

Alternatively, we may treat the atomic motion quantum mechanically, in

which the atom occupies some superposition of several Fock number states

|nx, ny, nz〉 of the confining harmonic potential. The quantum treatment ap-

proaches the classical treatment for large n̄j, j ∈ {x, y, z}. The temperature

T determined in our experiment corresponds to n̄x = n̄y = 8.6 and n̄z = 55.6.

Thus, treating the atomic motion classically may not be valid, and a more

sophisticated treatment is necessary:

To determine more accurately n̄j , we could adopt an experimental method

called sideband thermometry [30]. It essentially utilises the asymmetry in

transfer probability in driving the |nj〉 → |nj + 1〉 transition versus the



|nj〉 → |nj − 1〉 transition to determine n̄j. The driven transition is a two-

photon Raman transition similar to that used for resolved-sideband Raman

cooling (see Section [?]). The implicit requirement is that the coherence time

tC of the involved transitions is much longer than the pulse duration of the

Raman beams used to drive the transition. The pulse duration in turn, has

to be long enough to resolve the motional levels of our trap. To resolve

the motional levels that dress the internal states of the atom at 80 kHz and

13 kHz, we require tC to be at least 70 µs.

In this work, we also demonstrated Rabi oscillation between two hyperfine

ground states of the atom using a two-photon Raman transition, which would

be the starting point of a cooling scheme that should bring the atom close

to its motional ground state. So far, we could achieve a Rabi frequency of

1.3 MHz and observed a coherence time tC = 3.3 µs. Increasing tC above

70µs in our setup is required if we want to adopt a cooling procedure that

resolves the motional levels so as to optically transfer the atom down one

motional level at a time (resolved-sideband Raman cooling).

Cooling the atom to its motional groundstate was motivated by the fact

that a well-localised atom has been shown in Tey’s [2] extinction experiment

to be a more effective scatterer of light. In Tey’s experiment, the 87Rb is

prepared in the (5S1/2, F = 2, mF = 2) groundstate and is driven by a σ+

‘probe’ beam to (5P3/2, F
′ = 3, m′

F = 3), simulating a driven closed two-level

system. The extinction corresponds to the ratio of the probe light collected

after being scattered by the atom as compared to the probe light collected

when the atom is absent.

In the event that tC cannot be increased with the method suggested in
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Section 4.4.3, we could explore the following alternative techniques in order

perform the extinction experiment on an ensemble of atoms with a lower

mean kinetic energy: i) by adiabatically lowering and raising of the trapping

potential, we release the more energetic atoms [3], and ii) Raman cooling

but without resolving the vibrational levels of the atom in the trap [33]. We

briefly comment on each technique.

Adiabatic lowering and raising of trap potential: By decreasing

the trap depth adiabatically, the occupation probabilities of the vibrational

levels are preserved. For an ensemble of similarly trapped single atoms whose

energies obeys a thermal distribution, there will be instances when a highly

energetic atom with an initial energy Ei in an initial trap depth Ui will

eventually have an energy Eesc that is equal to the final trap depth Uesc such

that the atom escapes [3]. To proceed with the extinction experiment, the

trap is then adiabatically restored to its original depth, such that in the event

when a less energetic atom remain in the FORT, its energy could be returned

to its original value. We then measure the probe extinction, subsequently

checking for the presence of the atom in the trap. The data for the probe

extinction is then post-selected for atoms which remain loaded. This process

is similar to the evaporative cooling technique typically performed with many

atoms [34] but because it is performed on a single atom, there is no collision-

induced rethermalization [3] - no cooling takes place when the trap depth is

lowered and restored adiabatically to its original value. Rather, this process

acts as a filter allowing a more energetic atom to escape, while an atom with

a lower kinetic energy remains. This allows the extinction of the probe beam

to be measured only in instances where a less energetic atom is loaded in the
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single-atom trap.

Raman cooling: Raman cooling of atoms without resolving the vibra-

tional levels of their trapping potential is performed quite differently from the

sideband-resolved Raman cooling described in this work. A pair of counter-

propagating Raman beams is used drive the transition between two internal

ground states, imparting 2~k of momentum. The upper state is chosen as a

meta-stable state that is so long lived that the linewidth γ of the Raman tran-

sition is essentially only limited by the duration tπ of the transition. In the

rest-frame of the atom, the Raman beams are Doppler shifted in frequency

such that by adjusting the frequency difference δf of the Raman beams, one

may drive the two-photon Raman transition only for atoms with a particular

velocity. For transitions of long duration, the transition linewidth is so nar-

row that it becomes extremely velocity selective. Thus, Raman pulses can

be tailored such that they do not excite atoms whose velocity is already near

v = 0. The Raman transition is followed by an optical pumping pulse that

returns the atom to its original state before the Raman transition. Due to the

spontaneous emission process in the pumping procedure, the velocity of the

atom is randomised such that for some finite probability, the velocity of the

atom is pushed towards v = 0. By repeating this sequence for several δf and

tπ followed by an optical pumping pulse, one may excite an adjustable width

of velocities around a specific velocity class such that atoms are gradually

accumulated in a narrow velocity space around v = 0 [35].

This cooling method has been demonstrated for atoms in free space

loaded initially from a magneto-optical trap [36], and also for atoms in a

blue-detuned dipole force trap whose large volume enables atoms to main-
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tain a relatively constant velocity over the time-scale of a typical Raman

transition [37]. In a high-axial frequency dipole trap, the atomic oscillation

frequency approaches the two-photon Raman Rabi frequency. This implies

that the range of velocities during the two-photon π transition is extremely

broad, thus broadening the velocity selective transitions used for the Raman

cooling scheme, reducing cooling performance [37].

As tC = 3.3 µs, the smallest linewidth of the Raman pulse is ∼ 300 kHz.

This means that the upper limit to the smallest vibrational level in the trap

which can be decoupled from the Raman beam is about nρ = 2π · 300/ωρ =

300/80 ≈ 3.8 This is still smaller than the current average vibrational quanta

of nρ = 8.6, though not at the ground state of the trap.

To bridge this cooling scheme for the extinction experiment, we can per-

form a velocity selective Raman transition for velocities around v = 0 into

the initial state |5S1/2, F = 2, mF = 2〉 for the probe transition after Raman

cooling. Velocity selection is necessary as the Raman cooling scheme is per-

formed repeatedly on a single atom and a finite probability exist for the atom

to be heated by the cooling sequence instead of being cooled, due to the ran-

domisation of velocities by the aforementioned optical pumping pulse. The

probe transmission is then measured followed by a check for the presence

of the atom. The data for the transmission is then post-selected for atoms

present in the trap.
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Appendix A

A.1 The D1 and D2 transition hyperfine struc-

ture of the 87Rb atom
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Figure A.1: Hyperfine structure of the D1 and D2 transition for the 87Rb atom,
with frequency splittings between the hyperfine levels. The transitions we used for
the MOT are shown. Zeeman splittings between adjacent magnetc sublevels are
shown for the hyperfine ground states.



A.2 FORT characteristics

This section consolidates the equations used to calculate the AC Stark shift

of the 87Rb atomic energy levels, characterises the FORT trap frequencies

and explains the choice of the FORT polarization.

One way to qualitatively understand the trapping mechanism in the

FORT is to first look at the perturbation of the atomic energy levels by

the FORT light. Since the perturbation is intensity-dependent (see Sec-

tion A.2.1), a spatial distribution of the FORT intensity therefore translates

into position-dependent energy eigenvalues.

The FORT (980 nm) used in our experiment is red-detuned from the

D1 (795 nm) and D2 (780 nm) transitions of 87Rb, thus creating a negative

energy shift for the 5S1/2 groundstate manifold (see Section A.2.1). The atom

is mostly in this manifold unless excited so it usually assumes a negative

potential in the FORT. For a Gaussian beam, the intensity gradient at any

position is directed towards the location of maximum field strength. This

translates into an energy gradient and hence a force which confines the atom

to that location (see fig 2.1).

A.2.1 AC Stark shift

Discussions on time-dependent perturbation theory and AC Stark shifts can

be found in [38, 29, 22]. Here we consolidate the formulas used to predict the

AC Stark shift ∆E(F, mF ) of some internal state |F, mF 〉 of the atom in the

FORT. We will work in the regime where ∆E(F, mF ) is small compared to the

differences between the hyperfine structure energy eigenvalues, legitimizing
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the use of perturbation theory.

Approximate value of FORT potential depth

An order-of-magnitude calculation of ∆E(F, mF ) may be performed by sim-

plifying the 87Rb internal state structure, taking into account only two levels

5S1/2 and 5P3/2 (D2 transition). Since ∆E of the 5S1/2 state is the potential

experienced by the atom, we can calculate ∆E by deriving the potential from

the scattering force of FORT photons when the FORT light off-resonantly

drives the D2 transition. Without using perturbation theory, one may de-

rive [16] the photon scattering rate Rscatt and consequently the force is given

by ~Fscatt = ~~k ·Rscatt where ~k is the FORT wavevector. The potential U0 is

obtained by solving ~Fscatt = −∇U0, giving:

U0 =
~Γ

8

Γ

δ

I

Isat
(A.1)

where:

Γ : D2 transition linewidth = 2π · 6 MHz

δ : FORT frequency detuning from the D2 transition

Isat : Saturation intensity of the |5S1/2, F = 2, mF = 2〉 to

|5P3/2, F
′ = 3, m′

F = 3〉 σ+ transition.

I : Intensity of our FORT beam at the focus = 3 × 108Isat

For our FORT parameters (see Section 2.1) we obtain |U0| = 19 MHz <

72 MHz, which is the minimum hyperfine frequency separation in the 5S1/2
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and 5P3/2 manifolds (see fig A.1). Since typical hyperfine frequency seper-

ations within the 5S1/2, 5P1/2 and 5P3/2 manifolds are about hundreds of

Megahertz, we are satisfied that the FORT could be treated as a pertur-

bation to the unperturbed Hamiltonian of the free atom.

Stark shift formula

We thus continue with the perturbative treatment of FORT Hamiltonian.

Under the dipole approximation, for a left-hand circularly polarised FORT

used in our experiment, HI could be re-written as:

HI(t) = −~d · ~E(t)

= −~d · E0√
2

[cos(ωt)x̂ + sin(ωt)ŷ]

= −E0

2
d̂−1e

iωt +
eE0

2
d̂+1e

−iωt

= V+(~d)e−iωt + V−(~d)eiωt (A.2)

where ~E(t) is the time-dependent electric field in the FORT with a field am-

plitude E0(~r). The position-dependence of E0 has been suppressed in Equa-

tion A.2 for brevity. The dipole moment operator is given by ~d = (d̂x, d̂y, d̂z)

for components in the x, y, z axis respectively. The following notations are
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useful in this section:

d̂±1 =
∓(d̂x ± id̂y)√

2

d̂0 = d̂z

V±(~d) = ±E0

2
d̂±1

(A.3)

It could be evaluated that for a:

right-hand circularly polarised trap: V±(~r) = ∓E0

2
d̂∓1

linearly polarised trap: V+(~d) = V−(~d) = −E0

2
d̂0

(A.4)

One finds from the derivation of [39] that the AC Stark shift of the |F, mF 〉

state due to the interaction Hamiltonian HI may be written as:

∆E(F, mF ) ≈
∑

F ′,mF ′











∣

∣

∣〈F, mF |V−(~d)|F ′, mF ′〉
∣

∣

∣

2

~(ωF − ωF ′ + ω)
+

∣

∣

∣〈F, mF |V+(~d)|F ′, mF ′〉
∣

∣

∣

2

~(ωF − ωF ′ − ω)











,

(A.5)

where ~ωF,F ′ refer to the unperturbed energies. The mF quantum numbers

are suppressed as it is assumed that the magnetic sublevels are degenerate

when unperturbed.

Equation A.5 contains the following matrix elements which can be re-

duced to a Wigner-3j, Wigner-6j and a reduced matrix element, by the
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Wigner-Eckart theorem [40]:

〈F, mF |d̂q|F ′, mF ′〉 = 〈J ||~d||J ′〉(−1)J+I+mF

√

(2F + 1)(2F ′ + 1)

×







F ′ 1 F

mF ′ q −mF







3j







J J ′ 1

F ′ F I







6j

(A.6)

= 〈J ||~d||J ′〉CF,mF ′ ,F,mF ′ ,J,J ′,I (A.7)

where J, J ′ are the fine-structure angular momentum quantum numbers and

I the nuclear angular momentum quantum number.

The reduced dipole matrix element may be obtained [41] from the spon-

taneous radiative lifetime τ of the relevant D1 (J = 1/2, J ′ = 3/2) or D2

(J = 1/2, J ′ = 1/2) line:

1

τ
=

ω3
0

3πǫ0~c3

2J + 1

2J ′ + 1
|〈J ||~d||J ′〉|2, (A.8)

with ω0 = |ωJ ′ − ωJ |. Note that, |〈J ||~d||J ′〉|2 = |〈J ′||~d||J〉|2 in the above

equations but J ′ in Equation A.8 should be that of the higher energy state.

According to Equation A.8, calculation of Equation A.5 requires knowl-

edge of the lifetimes τ of all allowed dipole transitions connecting to the

|F, mF 〉 state. While τ of transitions that concern the states within the 5S1/2

manifold is relatively well known, it is not so for those in the 5P3/2 manifold.

Furthermore, values for τ available on existing atomic line databases [42, 43]

are incompatible.

Tey [1] circumvented the former problem by assuming that the reduced

dipole matrix elements of transitions between the higher energy states to the
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5P3/2 sublevels are 0.1 to 0.01 that of those concerning the D2 or D1 transi-

tions. Fortunately, the inaccuracies in values of the reduced matrix element

|〈J ||~d||J ′〉|2 in Equation A.6 do not change the ratio ∆E(F, mF )/∆E(F, m′
F ),

so we still have an idea how energy levels are shifted relative to one another.

This is because the ratio of magnitudes of 〈F, mF |d̂q|F ′, mF ′〉 between adja-

cent mF sublevels depend only on CF,mF ′ ,F,mF ′ ,J,J ′,I – levels having the same

F quantum number have the same value of |〈J ||~d||J ′〉|2. Consequently, the

ratio of ∆E(F, mF ) between adjacent mF sublevels within the same hyperfine

structure is independent of |〈J ||~d||J ′〉|2.

FORT polarisation

Figure 2.3 shows the calculated AC Stark shift [1] of the (5S1/2, F = 2) and

(5P3/2, F
′ = 3) hyperfine states of 87Rb under influence of a left-hand circular

FORT where the FORT has maximum intensity. The calculated energy shift

of the sublevels within the 5S1/2 hyperfine manifold is illustrated to be about

−h · 27 MHz= −U0. In contrast, for a linearly polarised FORT, the Stark

shift formula Equation A.5 contains elements |〈F, mF |d̂0|F ′, mF ′〉|2 which can

be shown to be invariant under exchange of mF ↔ −mF . Consequently, the

light shifts for |F, mF 〉 and |F,−mF 〉 are equivalent, and one cannot arrive

at a non-degenerate Zeeman sublevel structure.

Selecting the FORT polarisation to be left-hand-circular, we induce

non-degenerate Zeeman sublevel splitting, defining the z-axis as the quanti-

sation axis. Further sublevel splitting is achieved by applying a DC biased

magnetic field along the positive-z direction. In this case the Zeeman and AC

Stark shifts have the same sign on the Zeeman sublevels of (5S1/2, F = 2).
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Spatial profile of FORT potential

It is clear from Equations A.5 and A.4 that ∆E(F, mF ) is directly propor-

tional to |E0|2 and consequently, the intensity. For our FORT, the intensity

distribution is Gaussian. Thus if the energy shift of |F, mF 〉 at the smallest

waist of the FORT at position (ρ, z) = (0, 0) is ∆E(F, mF )0, then the energy

shift at some position (ρ, z) is given by:

∆E(F, mF )ρ,z =
∆E(F, mF )0

(1 + z2/z2
R)

exp

[

− 2ρ2

w2
D(1 + z2/z2

R)

]

(A.9)

where wD = 1.56 µm is the smallest waist of the FORT and zR = πw2
D/λ the

FORT Rayleigh length. As the 87Rb atom remains in the 5S1/2 ground state

most of the time in the FORT, the energy shifts of the |F, mF 〉 states in this

manifold determine its potential energy U(ρ, z). For the left-hand circularly

polarised FORT used in our experiment, it was estimated [2] that

U(ρ, z) = − U0

(1 + z2/z2
R)

exp

[

− 2ρ2

w2
D(1 + z2/z2

R)

]

, (A.10)

where ∆E(5S1/2, F = 1, mF = 0) = ∆E(5S1/2, F = 2, mF = 0) = −U0.

A.2.2 Trap Frequencies

Under paraxial approximation, an atom in a focused Gaussian intensity

profile dipole trap would have the spatial distribution described by Equa-

tion A.10. If the mean kinetic energy of the atom 1 is much smaller than the

1There is only one atom in our FORT. The temperature here reflects the statistical
average of the atomic kinetic energy in the FORT.
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potential depth U0, the atom is localised near the bottom of the potential

(verified in Chapter 3). In this case, the FORT potential can be approxi-

mated by a harmonic potential:

U(ρ, z) ≈ −U0

[

1 − 2

(

ρ

wD

)2

−
(

z

zR

)2
]

(A.11)

= −U0 +
1

2
mωρρ

2 +
1

2
mωzz

2 (A.12)

where:

1. transverse oscillation frequency: ωρ = (4U0/mw2
D)1/2 = 2π · 80 kHz

2. longitudinal oscillation frequency: ωz = (2U0/mz2
R)1/2 = 2π · 13 kHz

3. The mass of the 87Rb atom is given by m.

A.2.3 FORT Scattering Rate

The left-hand circularly polarised FORT (λ = 980 nm) off-resonantly drives

the σ+ transitions of the 87Rb atom. Since the FORT is far-off detuned from

both the D1 (795 nm) and D2 (780 nm) transitions, we expect the FORT

photon scattering rate Γsc to be negligible. For a beam at FORT frequency

ω off-resonant to a two-level transition between |i〉 and |f〉 at resonant fre-

quency ωres and having a spontaneous emission rate of Γ [16],

Γsc =
3πc2

2~ω3
res

(

ω

ωres

)3 (

Γ

ωres − ω
+

Γ

ωres + ω

)

(A.13)

where Γ has an explicit position-dependence due to the position-dependence

of the FORT intensity I(~r) as seen from Γ(~r) = ω3
res

3πǫ0~c3
|〈f |µ|i〉|2 I(~r). While
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several σ+ transitions are possible between the hyperfine manifolds of 5S1/2

and 5P3/2 (D2), and also between the hyperfine manifolds of 5S1/2 and

5P1/2 (D1), we only take into account one particular σ+ transition |i〉 =

|5S1/2, F = 2, mF = 2〉 → |f〉 = |5P3/2, F
′ = 3, m′

F = 3〉 for the purpose of

calculating Γsc. Reason being that the amplitude for this transition is the

only value available to us [29]. With our FORT parameters Γsc

(

~r = ~0
)

≈

6 s−1, we estimate a heating rate of ~
2|~k|2/(2m) ·Γsc = h · 41 kJs−1. The

wavevector of the FORT light was represented by ~k, and m refers to the

mass of the 87Rb atom.

Within one period of the oscillation in the transverse direction τρ =

2π/ωρ = 12.5 µs, the atom gains an energy of 41h · 12.5 × 10−6 ≈ 3~ ≪ ~ωρ

by scattering FORT photons. Thus it is extremely unlikely that the atom

gains a vibrational quanta of the transverse harmonic potential. The same

analysis for the trap in the longitundinal harmonic potential yields the same

conclusion. Thus the heating effects of the atom by the FORT can be ne-

glected and the potential created by the FORT is therefore conservative.

A.3 Average vibrational quantum number in

FORT

We have found in Section A.2.2 that the FORT potential is approximately

harmonic for small excursions (ρ, z) away from the centre. Over many re-

alisations of similarly trapped and Doppler cooled single atoms, one may

assign to this ensemble an average weight for the occurance of the Fock state
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|nx, ny, nz〉 in the three-dimensional harmonic potential.

In considering the ensemble, it is appropriate to characterise the vibra-

tional state with a density matrix ρ̂ with zero off-diagonal elements. This

corresponds to maximum ignorance and therefore maximum entropy [44].

Thus the density matrix describes a mixed state, not a pure state. The diag-

onal elements correspond to the average occurance of all possible Fock states

in the ensemble. It can be shown [3] that for an ensemble of similarly trapped

and Doppler cooled single atoms, the total energy of a single atom follows a

Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution characterised by an ensemble ‘temperature’

T such that ρ̂ = ρ̂th = e−βĤosc/Z where β = kBT . The partition function

is given by Z = Tr[e−βĤosc], where Ĥosc = ~
∑

j=x,y,z ωjâj
†âj is the Hamil-

tonian of the harmonic potential. We have determined in Chapter 3 that

T = 35(1) µK.

To evaluate the average vibrational quantum number for say, the x-axis

harmonic potential, we compute n̄x = Tr[N̂xρ̂th]. The number operator is

N̂x = â†
xâx, where the creation and annihilation operators for a vibrational

quanta in the harmonic potential along the x-axis are â†
x and âx respectively.

We remind ourselves that for a three-dimensional harmonic potential, the

Hamiltonians Ĥx, Ĥy and Ĥz commute with one another. Therefore it is

sufficient to calculate

n̄x = Trx[N̂xρ̂x]

where the trace is performed only for the range of Fock states which could
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be bounded within the x-axis harmonic potential. Here,

ρ̂x = e−β~ωxâ†
xâx/Zx

where

Zx = Trx

[

e−β~ωxâ†
xâx

]

=

nmax
x
∑

nx=0

e−β~ωxnx =
1 − e−βωx(nmax

x +1)

1 − e−βωx

where nmax
x ≈ U0/(~ωx) = 337, which is the maximum vibrational quantum

number nx that can be bounded by the x-axis harmonic potential. Evaluating

n̄x =
1

Zx

nmax
x
∑

nx

nxe
−β~ωxnx

we obtain n̄x = n̄y = n̄ρ = 8.6 (recall that the transverse oscillation frequen-

cies are equal ωx = ωy = ωρ). Repeating the analysis for the z-axis harmonic

oscillator we have n̄z = 55.6.

A.4 Two-photon stimulated Raman transitions

and motional state coupling

In Section 4.1.2 we presented the sideband-resolved Raman cooling scheme

involving a two-photon Raman transition driving a three-level atom in the

FORT initially in the combined internal-vibrational state vector |↑, nx〉 to the

final state |↓, nx − 1〉. Figure 4.1 illustrates the Raman cooling transition:

Raman beams α and β create an effective two-level coupling of the above-
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mentioned states by being off-resonant to a third level |e〉 by ∆R, such that |e〉

is negligibly occupied at all times. By adjusting the frequency detuning of the

Raman beams ωβ −ωα = ω0+δω such that δω = ωx, the ∆nx = −1 transition

is driven, removing one phonon from the atom. Here, the seperation between

the internal states |↑〉 and |↓〉 is given by ω0.

General discussion of the theory behind sideband-resolved Raman cool-

ing in one dimension of an atom confined in a harmonic potential can be

found in [30]. Here we consolidate the formulae and assumptions which we

use to predict the Rabi frequency of the cooling transition of an atom ini-

tially in its internal and vibrational state |↑, nx, ny, nz〉, but subject to a

two-photon Raman transition transfering population from this internal state

to |↓, Nx, Ny, Nz〉 such that the vibrational quanta in more than one dimen-

sion is altered by the Raman transition. We begin with the Hamiltonian of

a three-level atom in a harmonic trap:

Ĥ0 = Ĥinternal + Ĥosc

= ~

∑

m∈{↓,↑,e}

ωm|m〉〈m| + ~

∑

j=x,y,z

ωjâj
†âj (A.14)

where:

1. Ĥinternal is the internal electronic state Hamiltonian with eigenvalues

~ω1, ~ω2, ~ω3 (ω1 < ω2 < ω3) corresponding to the internal eigenstates

|↓〉, |↑〉, |e〉 respectively. The frequency separation between |↑〉 and |↓〉

is given by ω0 = ω2 − ω1.

2. Ĥosc is the harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian induced by the FORT, with
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oscillation frequency in the j-th axis given by ωj . The creation and

annihilation operators of vibrational quanta for the harmonic potential

in the j-th axis are â†
j and âj respectively.

When the atom is subjected to two Raman beams α and β with elec-

tric fields given by ~El cos(~kl.~r − ωlt + φl) where l ∈ {α, β}, an additional

Hamiltonian is introduced:

Ĥ ′ = −~d.

β
∑

l=α

~El cos(~kl.~r − ωlt + φl)

= −~

β
∑

l=α

σ̂l
x

(

gle
i(~kl.~r−ωlt) + c.c

)

(A.15)

where

1. ~d is the electric dipole moment operator that operates exclusively on

the internal state subspace.

2. ~r the position operator of the atom.

3. gα = eiφα〈e|~d. ~Eα|↑〉/(2~) and gβ = eiφβ〈e|~d. ~Eβ |↓〉/(2~) are half the

single-photon Rabi frequency of the α and β beams respectively, under

the Rotating Wave Approximation (RWA).2

4. σ̂l
x is analagous to the Pauli spin-flip operator, where the subscript x has

no reference to the coordinate x of the atom but is rather reminiscent

2From [16]: For a two-level system between |e〉 and |↑〉 mediated by a single field

~Eαcos( ~kα.~r − ωαt + φα), the Rabi frequency is Ωα = 〈e||~d. ~Eα||↑〉
~

such that the population

in |e〉 calculated assuming RWA is |ce(t)|2 = sin2(Ωt
2

). A population inversion is achieved
at Ωt = π.
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of how for a spin-1/2 system, an up-spin in the z-direction can be

‘flipped’ to a down-spin by the Pauli operator σ̂x. In the experiment of

Section 4.3, the Raman beams used to coherently transfer population

from |↑〉 to |↓〉 had polarisations such that Raman beam α only off-

resonantly couples states |↑〉 and |e〉 while the coupling for Raman

beam β is between |↓〉 and |e〉. Thus we have σ̂α
x = |e〉〈↑| + |↑〉〈e| and

ˆ
σβ

x = |e〉〈↓| + |↓〉〈e|.

Transformation of Ĥ ′ to the interaction picture results in a simple looking

formula:

i~
∂

∂t
|Ψ(t)〉I = Ĥ ′

int|Ψ(t)〉I (A.16)

where Ĥ ′
int = Û †

0(t)Ĥ
′Û0(t) is the ‘interaction Hamiltonian’. The transformed

state vector is:

|Ψ(t)〉I =
∑

m∈{↓,↑,e},nx,ny,nz∈[0,+∞)

cm,nx,ny,nz
(t)|m, nx, ny, nz〉I =

∑

m,~n

cm,~n(t)|m,~n〉I

such that |Ψ(t)〉I = Û †
0(t)|Ψ(t)〉, where the state vector in the Schrödinger

picture is given by |Ψ(t)〉. The time evolution operator in the steady state is

Û0(t) = e−iĤ0t/~. To represent the number state of the 3D harmonic oscillator

|nx, ny, nz〉I , we use a shorthand notation |~n〉I . For succinctness however, the

subscript I shall be omitted from the state vectors in the interaction picture

in the following equations.

It can be inferred from the work of Deslauriers. L [30] that after applying

RWA on terms oscillating at twice the optical frequencies ωα or ωβ, and also

by adiabatic elimination of the excited state |e〉, the amplitudes evolve as
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in Equations A.18 and A.17. The adiabatic elimination procedure can be

shown [30] to be justified when the detuning of both Raman beams from |e〉

is very large such that 1/ΩRaman ≫ 1/∆R, where ΩRaman is the frequency of

the Rabi oscillation between |↑〉 and |↓〉.

ċ↑, ~N = i
|gα|2
∆R

c↑, ~N + i
g∗

αgβ

∆R

∑

~n′

ei(
P

j ωj(Nj−n′
j)−δω)t〈 ~N |ei∆~k.~r|~n′〉c↓,~n′ (A.17)

ċ↓, ~N = i
|gβ|2
∆R

c↓, ~N + i
gαg∗

β

∆R

∑

~n′

ei(
P

j ωj(n
′
j−Nj)+δω)t〈 ~N |e−i∆~k.~r|~n′〉c↑,~n′ (A.18)

The sum over ~n′ is taken over all possible vibrational quanta in the trap. We

identify |gα|
2

∆R
and

|gβ|2
∆R

as the AC Stark shifts experienced by the |↑〉 and |↓〉

states respectively. The wavevector difference between the Raman beams is

given by ∆~k = ~kβ − ~kα.

The contribution from the AC Stark shift can be removed by performing

the following transformation into another rotating frame given by:

c′′
↑, ~N

→ c↑, ~Ne
i |gα|2

∆R and c′′
↓, ~N

→ c↓, ~Ne
i
|gβ|2
∆R

When the frequency detuning between the Raman beams ωβ − ωα =

ω0 +δω is such that δω is close to resonance between the particular |~n〉 → | ~N〉

transition δω =
∑

j∈{x,y,z} ωj(Nj − nj) + ∆, we can apply another rotating

wave approximation resulting in a single stationary term in the sum over ~n′,
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further simplifying the amplitudes to:

ċ′′
↑, ~N

= iΩ ~N,~ne−i∆tc′′↓,~n (A.19)

ċ′′
↓, ~N

= iΩ∗
~N,~n

ei∆tc′′↑,~n (A.20)

Here, ∆ refers to a small detuning of δω from the resonance condition (see

fig 4.1). We describe some important symbols:

1. We identify Ω ~N,~n as the generalised Rabi frequency driving the transi-

tion between |↑, ~n〉 and |↓, ~N〉

Ω ~N,~n =
g∗

αgβ

∆R
〈Nx, Ny, Nz|ei(∆kxx̂+∆ky ŷ+∆kz ẑ)|nx, ny, nz〉

=
g∗

αgβ

∆R

∏

j=x,y,z

〈Nj|eiηj(â
†
j+âj)|nj〉

= Ω
∏

j=x,y,z

〈Nj |eiηj(â
†
j+âj)|nj〉 (A.21)

We identify Ω as the two-photon ‘bare’ Rabi frequency, which is the

frequency of the Rabi oscillation between |↑〉 and |↓〉 in the case where

the atom is driven by the Raman beams but not confined within the

harmonic trap:

Ω =
g∗

αgβ

∆R
(A.22)

In the case when ∆ 6= 0, the Rabi oscillation frequency between the

two levels is given instead by
√

Ω2
~N,~n

+ ∆2.

2. The matrix element in Equation A.21 has an analytic solution [45]
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which we can use to compute the numerical value for the Rabi frequency

in Equation A.21. We suppress index j for succinctness:

〈N |eiη(â†+â)|n′〉 = e−η2/2

√

N<!

N>!
η|N−n|L

|n−N |
N<

(

η2
)

(A.23)

Where N< (N>) denote the smaller (larger) of N and n. The associated

Laguerre polynomial [45] is given by L
|n−N |
N< .

3. The exponent ηj is known as the Lamb-Dicke parameter, which can be

varied by adjusting the angle between the two Raman beams.

ηj = ∆kjj0 (j ∈ {x, y, z}) (A.24)

j0 =

√

~

2mωj

being the spread of the ground state wavefunction

along harmonic trap axes j ∈ {x, y, z} (A.25)

Discussion

1. Resonance condition for a vibrational number changing tran-

sition: From Equation A.21 we see that any motional state |~n〉 can

be made to couple to | ~N〉, given that the frequency detuning of the

Raman beams ωβ −ωα = ω0 +δω is such that δω =
∑

j ωj(Nj −nj)+∆.

For example, for a 3D harmonic trap with ωx = ωy = 2π · 80 kHz

and ωz = 2π · 13 kHz, when the atom is subject to two Raman beams

such that their wavevector difference ∆~k lies within the XZ plane, an

atom initially in state |↑, 2, 2, 1〉 could completely transfer population

to |↓, 1, 2, 0〉 under application of a Raman π-pulse tπ = π/Ω(1,2,0),(2,2,1).
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The frequency difference between the two Raman beams is given by:

ωβ − ωα = ω0 + δω

= ω0 + (2 − 1)ωx + (1 − 0)ωz.

= ω0 + 2π · 93 kHz (A.26)

where ω0 = ω2 − ω1 = hyperfine ground state splitting (see figure 4.1).

It is noteworthy that although δω = 93 kHz also fufills the frequency

resonance condition for the |↑, 2, 2, 1〉 → |↓, 2, 1, 0〉 transition, this tran-

sition is forbidden as ∆~k, in this example, lies in the XZ plane and has

no component in the y-axis. In this beam geometry, the photons carry

no momentum in the y direction and so it is impossible for the photons

to cause the atomic vibrational state to change from ny = 2 to Ny = 1.

Mathematically, the term relevant to the y-axis in Equation A.21 is

non-zero only when Ny = ny:

〈Ny|ei∆ky ŷ|ny〉 = 〈Ny|I|ny〉 = δNy ,ny
= δ1,2 = 0 (forbidden)

(A.27)

2. Choice of two-photon Raman field over single-photon microwave

field: One can show from Equations A.21 and A.23 that for a (∆nx =

−1, ∆ny = ∆nz = 0) transition, the Rabi frequency is given by

Ωnx−1,nx
= Ω〈nx − 1|eiηx(â†

x+âx)|nx〉 ≈ Ωηx

√
nx (A.28)
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for ηx = (∆~k · x̂)x0 ≪ 1 which is often satisfied in quantum computing

applications. It can be shown [30] that when the transition between

|↑, nx〉 and |↓, nx − 1〉 is driven not by a two-photon transition but

by a single-photon microwave field of wavevector ~km, the Lamb-Dicke

parameter becomes η′
x = (~km · x̂)x0. From Equation A.21 we see that

the Rabi frequency is proportional to the Lamb-Dicke parameter. For

counter-propagating Raman beams, |∆~k| ≈ 2k ≈ 2ωα/c (assuming

|~kα| ≈ |~kβ| ≈ k). While for the microwave field, km = ωm/c. Since ωα

lies within the optical domain, while ωm within the microwave domain,

the former is typically about eight orders of magnitude larger than

the latter, resulting in a much larger Lamb-Dicke parameter and Rabi

frequency and consequently, smaller π-pulse timing for the transition.

Thus the two-photon Raman transition is used as we require the cooling

transition to be driven as fast as possible, given the limited coherence

time of the atom.

Remarks

1. In order to effectively use the motional-electronic state coupling for

sideband-resolved Raman cooling, we require that the coherence time

tC of the trapped atom to be much longer than tπ.

2. A large ∆R ≫ Ω ~N,~n effectively decouples |e〉 and we have a closed

two-level system. For any two-level system, the linewidth of a dipole

transition can be shown to be inversely proportional to the duration

of the Raman beam application time. Hence, to resolve all possible
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transitions tπ ≫ 1
ωz/(2π)

, where ωz is the minimum frequency seperation

between any two resonance conditions.

3. The 87Rb atom experiences a position-dependent FORT potential aris-

ing from position-dependent AC Stark shifts of the internal hyperfine

ground state manifold of the 5S1/2 state. The internal states in fig-

ure 4.1 are dressed with vibrational energy levels of the confining po-

tential. However, these dressed levels do not acquire a further position-

dependent AC Stark shift, leading to position-dependent resonance con-

ditions on δω.

This is clearly demonstrated when we write the Hamiltonian of the

harmonic potential given by:

Ĥosc =
∑

j

p̂2
j

2m
− U0

[

1 − 2

(

ρ̂

wD

)2

−
(

ẑ

zR

)2
]

=
∑

j

p̂2
j

2m
− U0 · 1 +

1

2
mωρρ̂

2 +
1

2
mωz ẑ

2 (A.29)

Where the terms in the square braces accounts for the position-dependent

potential in the FORT. The maximum potential depth U0 is at the

FORT focus between the two aspheric lenses (see fig 2.1), where (ρ, z) =

(0, 0). The position-dependence of Ĥosc represented by the position op-
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erators in Equation A.29 is replaced by the number operator â†
jâj :

Ĥosc = −U0 ·1 +
∑

j∈x,y,z

(

p̂2
j

2m
+

1

2
mωj ĵ

2

)

= −U0 ·1 + ~

∑

j=x,y,z

(

ωjâ
†
j âj +

1

2

)

→ ~

∑

j=x,y,z

ωjâj
†âj (A.30)

From Equation A.30, we see that Ĥosc, expressed in terms of the number

operator â†
j âj , does not contain any explicit dependence on the position

operators ĵ. Hence, its eigenvalues, which are the energies of the dressed

internal atomic states, are not position-dependent.
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